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Algorithm
Simple definition

A sequence of instructions.
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1. Raise your left hand

2. Raise your right hand

3. Lower your right hand

4. Lower your left hand



Are Algorithms running our lives?
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Ban the algorithms that threaten our human rights

Algorithms will soon be in charge of hiring and firing

The troubling influence algorithms have on how we make decisions

How algorithms are controlling your life

ARE ALGORITHMS INFLUENCING OUR VOTING BEHAVIOUR?

Understanding the Influence of Algorithms

Should algorithms be regulated?

Industrial Age ➔ Atomic Age ➔ Computer Age ➔ Big D A T A  age!!    

How Can We Eliminate Bias In Our Algorithms?

ruining

Hidden algorithms that influence our lives

“Data Science” – collection and analysis of  B I G  Data sets

In modern society  D A T A = $$$$$$  and/or  D A T A = Control
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Algorithm
Enhanced definition

A sequence of instructions 
which solve a problem.
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1. How many different paper folding 
problems are there?

2. Are all of them solvable?  Is there a 

sequence of folds for any desired shape? 

Questions:  
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Another Important Distinction between human and machine 
based algorithms is:
Cooking spaghetti – imprecise/ambiguous (stir occasionally)
GPS Directions – precise/unambiguous

The video uses              to indicate the app/program fails.  But 
the other possibilities are the app finds an impossible route, or 
does not give the best route.
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Ever wonder 
why a program 
or App you are 
using does not 
work correctly? 

Might be failed 
communication 
between the 
customer (dad) 
the algorithm  
developer(kids)  

Communication 
between the 
customer and 
the software 
developer



2) Those which manipulate “things”
Raise left hand,  X     X+ 5, Sort a list,

Select all people with red hair
Add eggs to my shopping list

Recipe for preparing food
Instructions for preparing a specified food 
dish, including the ingredients required.
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All algorithms deal with “things”
- Data such as numbers, currency, names, lists, etc
- Objects such as paper, hands, ingredients, etc

There are basically two kinds of instructions:
1) Those which ask questions about “things”

Is right hand up?  Is X >= Y?  
Are eggs on my shopping list?   
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Mit food id video

Artificial intelligence – predicting a recipe from a photo
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Algorithm for singing the familiar song “99 
Bottles of Beer on the Wall”, for an 
arbitrary number of initial bottles  n.

This algorithm illustrates the principle of Generality.
That is, developing an algorithm for the specific 
problem of printing the words for the song “99 Bottles of 
Beer on the Wall,” versus printing the words for any initial 
number  n > 1  of bottles of beer on the wall!

Repetition
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A rectangular floor measures 36 feet x 24 
feet.  What is size of the largest square tiles 
that can be used to cover the floor exactly?

Answer: 12 feet x 12 feet

36

24
A 24’ x 24’ tile would not work
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Euclid’s Algorithm for computing the greatest 
common divisor (GCD) of two natural numbers

Euclid – 300 BC     One of the oldest algorithms still 
used extensively today encryption/decryption

The GCD of two natural numbers X and Y is the largest 

natural number that evenly divides both of X and Y.

(For example, 6 evenly divides 24 but does not evenly 

divide 25)

GCD(2, 1) = ??

GCD(12, 16) = ?? 
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1. If  X >= Y  then  GCD(X, Y) = GCD(Y, X – Y)

2. GCD(X, Y) = GCD(Y, X)

3. GCD(X, 0) = X

Euclid’s Algorithm is based upon three rules

Example:

GCD(20, 15) = GCD(15, 5) = GCD(5, 10) =   
GCD(10, 5) = GCD(5, 5) = GCD(5, 0) = 5

1 1 2

1 1 3
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GCD(r, s) = GCD(s, r – s)

GCD(X, Y) = GCD(Y, X)

GCD(X, 0)

Flow Chart 
(representation 
of an algorithm)

Natural numbers
0,1,2,3,…
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The word Algorithm is derived from the 
Latinization of the last name of the 9th 
century Persian scholar Muhammad ibn 
Musതa al-Khwതarizm ҧ𝑖.  Al-Khwതarizm ҧ𝑖 is best 
known as the writer of a treatise from which 

the modern word  algebra derives.  In a 
different treatise, al-Khwതarizm ҧ𝑖 described 

the modern decimal system for writing and 
manipulating numbers.



Formal (precise) Algorithm

A sequence of “unambiguous” 
instructions which solve a problem.
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- 99 bottles of beer on the wall

- GCD
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Another important property of 
an  Algorithm  is Finiteness.

For any input, the algorithm must 
terminate after a finite number of 
instructions are run
(this number can be extremely large) 

If  X >= Y  then  GCD(X, Y) = GCD(Y, X – Y)
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Finally, an  Algorithm  must 
represent a correct solution to 
the problem it was developed 
to solve. Obvious

This is just one of the reasons why so many 
computer programs don’t do what we 
expect them to do.  “programming error”  

Another one is that our expectations don’t match 
what the program actually does.  “user error”



Basic standard algorithms
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Searching algorithms are used to search for (ie, 
find) one or more elements from a dataset

- Search for someone with the last name Miller in your 

phone directory.
- Search for all web pages with the words “food” and “spicy”

Sorting algorithms are used to arrange a set of 
elements of a dataset into a specified order
- Alphabetize a list of words.
- Rank contestants in a beauty contest by their scores
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Linear search when the element/item is not in the list

Linear search when the element/item is in the list

Note: Computer people start counting at 0
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MyList 27  15   32   7   87   9   23   45  72  32  56  18  105  73  68  5  12  28
Location    0    1    2    3   4     5    6    7    8    9   10  11  12  13   14  15  16 17 

“value”  is value of item to be searched for, assumes ‘value’ is in the list

Boil water is an example of a procedure.  Includes 
instructions: fill pot with water, place pot on stove 
burner, turn on burner, wait for water to boil.

linear_search( MyList, 32 ) = ?? 

Comparison
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The linear search algorithm requires at most n comparisons 
(item = value) for a list of n items.  The number of 
comparisons is directly correlated with n.  O(n) algorithm  

Is there a faster way to search for a value/key in a list of 
n items?  That is, require fewer comparisons!!

Consider ordering the list.  Now one can use a divide and 
conquer strategy to find the desired item.

Key Binary Search 
Algorithm
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Binary Search – Divide and conquer strategy

Maximum number of comparisons for a list of n items is  log2 n    
O(log2n)   [n =1,000 requires at most 10 comparisons]

There is also the possibility that the element/item is NOT in the 
list.



Sorting a list of items
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How would you order the following list of numbers from 
lowest value to highest value?

27  15   32   7   87   9   23   45  72  32  56  18  105  73  68  5  12  28

There are hundreds of different sorting algorithms.  One 
‘intuitive’ sorting algorithm is bubble sort.  ‘Bubbles’ the 
largest number to its correct location in the list.
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Compares two adjacent items and swaps them if they 
are out of order.

Bubble sort is  O(n2)
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Running bubble sort algorithm   O(n2)
[n = 100 requires 4,950 comparisons, n = 200 requires 19,900 
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Quick sort is one of the fastest sorting algorithms.  
Uses divide and conquer strategy

Quick sort is  O(n log2 n), theoretically can’t do better
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sorting

Bubble sort

Linear search

binary search

Tractable (easy?)  versus  Intractable (hard?) problems

Tractable problems: run on a modern 
computer and get an answer in a 
some reasonable amount of time 
even for large values of n

Intractable
problems

NP vs P

P = NP Millennium Prize Problems, seven 
problems among most important open 
questions in mathematics. $1,000,000

Different classes of problems have different intrinsic “running times”
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Traveling sales person problem (TSP): leave 
Boston and visit all other cities shown, returning to 
Boston minimizing the total distance travelled.
Worst case you have to compute the total distance 
for every possible route.  O(n!)  Intractable

Heuristic Algorithm: computes a solution, in a 
reasonable amount of time, that is close to an 
optimal solution.
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Shortest route or path between to points

Do you think this is an easy or hard problem?
Tractable  or  Intractable
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Edsger W. Dijkstra (1930-2002) – A dutch

computer scientist who is considered one of the 

most influential figures of computing science's 

founding generation.,

Greedy algorithm:  O(|V| + |E| x log|V|)
Tractable
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Scientist, mathematicians, engineers, etc often devise problems 
to stimulate intellectual curiosity and exploration, even though 
they may not have any obvious application.
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Is every problem solvable – that is, given a 
problem can an algorithm always be found 
which solves that problem?

Substitue the word ‘algorithm’ for the word 
‘program.’  ‘halting’ same as ‘termination’
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Enigma – German WW ll encrypting 
and decrypting machine.  What is 
the connection to Alan Turing?

Do you think these encryption & decryption 
algorithms should be tractable or intractable ? 

Do you think all possible code cracking 
algorithms should be tractable or intractable ? 

256-bit encryption  2256
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The Internet is a collection millions of interconnected 
computers throughout the world (mostly hardware)

The World Wide Web 

Web Browser 

Developed in late 1960’s & 1970’s  U.S. Government funded project
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The World Wide Web is a software based information storage 
and retrieval system running on the internet(hardware).  The 
information is stored on Web pages which are accessible to 
users through a web browser (eg, Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc)

Computers which store 
these web pages are 
called servers.

Developed by Tim Berners-Lee in early 1990’s at 
CERN in Switzerland – Physicist share data
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Social Networks and Social Media
(this video mainly refers to Facebook)

>> Notice the spider <<



Social Network/Media Algorithms
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• Youtube ( Videos )

• Search algorithms ( e.g., Google search )

• Facebook

• Twitter

• Instagram

All Use Machine Learning AI Algorithms 

Many Collect and Save User Data 

Web browser – HTTP vs HTTPS 



YouTube
39

Targeted Ads

Suggested 
YouTube 
Videos
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Keep watching results in more ads watched 
which implies more ad revenue

This video is for people who post YouTube videos 
and wish to attract others to watch their videos.

D A T A



Summary of YouTube Algorithm
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Uses Machine learning AI algorithm to suggest videos. 
Trial and Error statistical model to make decisions..



Web search algorithms
(eg, Google search)
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• Very complex machine learning systems

• Constantly evolving (eg, Google Analytics)

• Two main parts
• Collect and Organize web data for searching

• Actual search queries (eg, “spicy food” )

• World wide web has over 100 trillion web pages
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Collect and Organize web data for searching (Phase 1):

• Crawling: The first stage involves Google’s bots (the infamous 
“spiders”) crawling the web and looking for new or updated 
web pages. 
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Collect and Organize web data for searching (Phase 2):

Indexing: Google’s next step is to analyze these web pages and 
try to figure out what each page is about. It does this by looking 
closely at the content, images, and other media files on the page, 
and then stores this information in a huge database known as the 
Google index. 
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Collect and Organize web data for searching (Phase 3):

Page Ranking: The final step is to determine which of these pages 
are the most relevant and helpful for a particular search query. 
Ranking/sorting the web pages based upon their perceived 
relevance for a search query.

The % shown estimates  
the likelihood a random 
user searching the web 
would eventually  “land” 
on that web page.
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Brief explanation of how a web search query works 
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D A T A
Do social media systems collect and save YOUR data?
Answer:  Generally Yes: (eg, most search engines do)

Do YOU have any control over the data collected and 
how it is used?

Answer:  Sometimes - control & delete your Google Account

data.   Facebook also, without deleting account

DuckDuckGo does not.  Yippy (kids) blocks adult content

What are browser cookies? They are data saved on your

device for each web page you visit (management, 
personalization, and tracking)

What are trackers? They collect data about your browsing

habits and interests



The Facebook Algorithm
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( Shortened 28 hour presentation )
The Facebook algorithm decides which posts people see every time 
they check their Facebook feed, and in what order those posts show 
up. Facebook uses multiple layers of machine learning models and 
rankings built to predict which posts will be most meaningful to an 
individual over the long term.  Algorithm is constantly changing!

Do you ever wonder why you don’t see some of your friends posts, or 
news posts on facebook?

The Facebook algorithm evaluates every post, scores it, and then 
arranges it in descending order of interest for each individual user.

Are there ways to “control” facebook?

‘F.B. Purity’ extension for browsers.  Fluff Busting Purity

Ensure your news feed is in chronological order – news feed 
preferences.


